
                                     HMS Viking Success Tips  
Working from Home 

● Set up a work space where you can focus. 
○ Maybe a corner of a bedroom, spot at the table, or nook in the living room or 

basement 
○ If you like, decorate it with things that make you feel good: pictures of friends and 

family, motivating quotes, artwork that inspires you. Blank paper and pencils, 
crayons, or markers can make a space feel more personal cheaply. 

● Follow a schedule. 
○ Follow the daily class schedule and log in to classes for live instruction if possible.  
○ Schedule time to work on assignments so that once you start you can finish.  

● Keep track of assignments. 
○ Use the Team Weekly Learning Planner and some features of Google Calendar to see 

your assignment due dates posted for all of your classes in one place. 

● Check Skyward regularly to make sure you have everything turned in.  

● Plug your Chromebook in every night so it’s charged and ready each day.  

● Avoid distractions. 
○ Turn off the TV, put your phone to the side and put it on silent, and make the extra 

effort to pay attention. 

● Reach out! 
○ Your teacher can’t always \read your confused facial expression or see that you are 

upset very well in a remote environment. Ask questions during live sessions, send 
emails, and see if you can set up a time to meet one-on-one or in a small group to 
clear up confusion and move your learning forward. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Consider Your Mental Health 

● Try to keep a routine. 
○ Go to bed at a reasonable time, get up, get dressed, eat breakfast, etc. As tempting as 

it is to lounge about, sticking to a regular routine will keep you active and less likely 
to spiral into negative thoughts. 

● Schedule time to get outside and away from screens. 
○ Lots of research supports that physical activity and the great outdoors help with 

anxiety and depression.  

● Reach out! (even though it’s hard) 
○ Email a trusted adult at school. Connect with your counselor (Amanda Rybicki). It’s 

hard to ask for help sometimes, but it is SO IMPORTANT. You matter. We care about 
you.  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 


